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1. Introduction 
A chord diagram consists of 2n points on a circle joined pairwise by chords. The 
genus of the diagram is that of the surface in which it can be imbedded in such a 
way that the circle is homeomorphic to a disk, the chords are not intersecting Jordan 
curves outside the disk, and all the domains limited by the chords are simply connected. 
Many different combinatorial objects equivalent to diagrams were considered by various 
authors, for instance one-vertex maps [ 14,151 (or one-face maps) and polygons where 
sides are identified pairwise [7]. 
The number of chord diagrams with n chords and genus g was first computed by 
Walsh and Lehman [ 14, 151, an elegant recursion formula was established by Harer 
and Zagier [7], and Jackson [8] has shown the relationship between the enumeration 
of chord diagrams and the determination of some connection coefficients in the algebra 
of the symmetric group. 
Two diagrams are isomorphic if one is obtained from the other by a rotation of 
the circle. Few is known about the number of non-isomorphic diagrams, the results 
reported above concern rooted diagrams: two isomorphic diagrams are both counted 
in these enumerations. The enumeration of non isomorphic diagrams was shown to be 
of interest in the context of Vassiliev invariants of knots [l]. 
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We give here exact formulas for the number of non isomorphic diagrams of genus 1 
and of those of maximal genus. To obtain these formulas we have established precise 
results on the structure of the automorphism group of a digram of given genus: we 
make use of the notion of quotient of a diagram by a subgroup of its automorphism 
group. The two following facts are crucial for establishing the enumeration formulas, 
we consider them as the main results of this paper: 
- The number of different diagrams of genus 1 with n chords having a given quotient 
depends only on some simple parameters of this quotient. 
- A diagram with an even number of chords is of maximal genus if and only if it 
admits a quotient of maximal genus. 
In the rest of the paper we consider a diagram combinatorially as an involution, its 
genus is a simple function of the number of cycles of the product of this involution 
by a circular permutation. For a description of the relationship between the topological 
definitions of maps and combinatorial ones the reader can consult [6]. 
2. Definitions and notation 
2.1. Diagrams and their genus 
In all the paper we denote by [p] the set { 1,2,. . , p - 1, p} which elements are 
called points, cP is the circular permutation (1,2,. . . , p), which will also be denoted 
by c if p is implicit. A chord diagram is a fixed point free involution ~1, on the set of 
p = 2n points, each cycle of r (consisting of two points) is called a chord (Fig. 1). 
The faces of the diagram are the cycles of the product G&,,. The genus of the 
diagram CI is the nonnegative integer g given by (Euler Formula): 
2g=n-z(c&,)+l, 
where z(O) denotes the number of cycles of the permutation 8, and n = z(a) is the 
number of chords. 
A quasi-diagram p is an involution on a a set of points, a cycle of length 2 of /I is 
a chord, and a cycle of length 1 is an isolated point. The genus y of a quasi-diagram 
Fig. I. A planar diagram a = (1,2)(3,4)(5,8)(6,7) 
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Fig. 2. A toroidal diagram, drawn in the plane, and in the torus. 
fi with m chords and s isolated points is given by 
2y = m + s - z(/l[) + 1. 
In this formula [ = <z,,,+~. The orbits of B[ are the j&es of the quasi-diagram b. 
Fig. 2 shows a toroidal diagram, drawn in the plane and in the torus. 
The cyclic group generated by 12,, (denoted [ in the sequel) acts on the set of 
diagrams with n chords by conjugation. Two diagrams c( and CI’ are isomorphic if and 
only if one is obtained from the other by some rotation, i.e. if one is conjugated of 
the other by some power ik of the circular permutation [, that is: x = [-kcl’jk. The 
permutation ik is an uutomorphism of a if 
Recall that in the cyclic group (0 generated by [, all the elements are regular 
permutations: for any integer k, all the orbits of ik have the same length, and the 
common length q of these orbits divides 2n. In a finite cyclic group, for any integer 
q dividing its order the number of elements of order q is independent of the group 
and is equal to 4(q), where 4 is the Euler arithmetic function: 4(q) is the number of 
integers less than q which are relatively prime with q, it is also the number of different 
generators of the cyclic group of order q. 
2.2. Quotients and lifings 
Let n be a positive integer, k be a divisor of 2n, (2n = kg), denote [ = [z,, and let 
CI be a diagram with n chords for which ck is an automorphism. The quotient E of c1 
by the group ( ik) generated by ik is the permutation I, acting on the orbits 01,. , Ok 
of lk, given by 
X(CO;) = uj if and only if VX E w~,c((x) E COj. 
If z is a quotient of a, then CY is a lifting of Cc. 
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Note that the quotient of a diagram is a quasi-diagram. We denote by rt the mapping 
of the set of points [2n] onto the set of orbits Q = (01,. . . , ox-} given by 
71(i) = Wj H 3Ll30, i = Uk +j. 
We will also use the inverse: 
3. Enumeration scheme 
3.1. Main tool 
Consider any family 9 of diagrams and assume 9 invariant by rotations. Let 9,, be 
the subset of 9 consisting of diagrams with n chords, and denote by d, the number of 
elements of 9,,; the number d,* of non-isomorphic diagrams of 9,, is the number of 
orbits of the action on 9,, of the cyclic group (J!z,,) generated by [z,,. For two integers 
k and n such that k < 2n, we denote by p&n, k) the number of diagrams of 58, which 
are liftings of quasi-diagrams on k points. 
The following lemma will be used for all the counting formulas obtained in the rest 
of the paper: 
Lemma 3.1. The number d,’ is giuen by 
Proof. By Bumside lemma, the number d,* of non isomorphic diagrams with n chords 
of any family 9 is given by 
where Fix(ck) is the number of diagrams of a,, left fixed by the action of ck. Consid- 
ering identity apart, this can be restated: 
d; = $n d, + ‘5’ Fix(ck) . 
k=l 1 
Since the number of diagrams fixed by a power ik of [ depends only on the order of 
ik, and the number of elements of (c) of order q is 4(q) we have 
d,* = k d, + C cf~ $ Fix( ck) 
ki2n, k$2n 0 1 (1) 
But a diagram tl is such that [k~[-k = M if and only if it has a quotient which is a 
quasi-diagram on k points, proving the result. 0 
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3.2. The number of non-isomorphic diagrams 
Lemma 3.1 shows that the enumeration of non isomorphic diagrams of a family 9 
closed by conjugation reduces to the question: “given a quasi-diagram b with k points 
how many liftings of b are there which are diagrams with n chords belonging to the 
family 9?“. The following lemma gives an answer when 9 is the whole family ~2 of 
diagrams: 
Lemma 3.2. Let fi be a quasi-diagram on k points with m chords, fi admits a lifting 
which is a diagram on n chords, tf and only tf the following two conditions hold 
l k divides 2n. 
l 2n/k is even or k = 2m. 
Moreover, if these conditions are satisfied the number of such liftings is (2njk)“. 
Proof. Let oi be an isolated point of fi, then for any j in 7t-‘oi, a(j) is also in c’w;. 
Thus we must have a(j) = j + ak mod (2n) for a certain integer a such that ak < 2n. 
But since a is an involution we have: 
CC(~) + ak = jmod(2n). 
Giving 2ak = Omod (2n) and 2ak = 2n, hence 2njk is even and a(j) is uniquely 
determined if rc(j) is an isolated point. 
For any chord (wi,oj) of p, x(i) has to be chosen among all the elements of 
n-‘(wj). And this choice determines uniquely a(i’) for any i’ in n-‘(pi). Since there 
are 2n/k elements in I’, and since p has m chords this ends the proof of the 
lemma. 0 
Let (2n - I)!! = (2n)!/2”n! denote the odd factorial 
Corollary 3.3. The number a,+ of non isomorphic diagrams with n chords is given by 
the formula in Lemma 3.1 where a,, = (2n - l)!! and 
I 
k/2 




if 2r! is even. k 
Proof. The value of a, is the number of fixed points free involutions on 2n which is 
the odd factorial (2n - 1 )! !. If 2nlk is odd then k is even and the quasi-diagrams to 
be lifted are diagrams with k/2 chords their number is (k - l)!!, if 2n/k is even, then 
any quasi-diagram with k points and m < Lk/2] chords can be lifted in &,,, and there 
are (2”,)(2m - 1 )! ! such quasi-diagrams. 0 
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4. Liftings of given genus 
When we take for the family 9 the set of diagrams of given genus, Lemma 3.2 
gives very few information about py(n,k) since it says nothing about the genus of the 
diagram built from a quotient. In order to obtain such information we use Riemanr- 
Hurwitz formula which gives necessary conditions for a quasi-diagram with k points 
and genus y to have a lifting which is a digram of genus g with n chords. 
4.1. Riemann-Hurwitz formula 
Let c1 be a diagram with n chords and $ = ck be an automorphism of tl of order 
q, (2n = kg). Clearly $ acts on the chords and on the faces of CI. A chord (i, j) of CI is 
jixed by $ if t+Qi) = j, note that if $ fixes a chord then it is of order 2. A face of c1 is 
jixed by $ if $ exchanges its points. Let /I be the quotient of CI by the automorphism 
group (9) and let s be the number of isolated points of p, if s > 0 then ($) is of 
even order and s is the number of chords fixed by the element of order 2 of ($). 
Riemann-Hurwitz formula is a relation between the genus g of E, the genus y of B 
and the number of fixed faces of the different powers of +. This classical result was 
shown to have a combinatorial setting for maps [ 111, giving in the case of diagrams: 
Theorem 1. With the above notation we have 
where I(@) is the number of faces left jixed by $j. 
As a consequence we have some information on the quasi-diagrams which are quo- 
tients of planar and toroidal diagrams. 
Corollary 4.1. Zf g = 0 then y = 0. Moreover one of the two following situations 
holds: 
l s=Oand~(+~)=lforj=l,...q-1, 
l s = 1, q = 2 and x($) = 0. 
Proof. It is clear from the relation that y # 0 implies 2g - 1 > 0. For the second 
part remark that an automorphism $ cannot fix more than one face since the number 
of faces fixed by a power of $ is not less than the number of those fixed by +. Then 
by arithmetic arguments it fixes one face and s = 0 or it fixes no face and then it is 
of order 2. 0 
The following corollary may be obtained as a consequence of a more general result 
on maps of genus 1 for which a combinatorial proof is given in [2], we give here 
another proof. 
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Corollary 4.2. The quotient of a toroidal diagram by the group generated by a non 
trivial automorphism $ is a planar quasi-diagram. Moreover such $ satisfies one of 
the following conditions: 
l (A) II/ is of order 2 and s + I($) = 3, 
l (B) $ is of order 3 and x(G) = 2, 
l (C) II/ is of order 4 and x($) = 1, 
l (D) $ is of order 6 and x($) = 0. 
Proof. Let u be a diagram of genus 1, and let II/ be an automorphism of prime order 
p > 2 of CI. Then the automorphisms II/, $2,. . . ,$J’-’ fix the same number f of faces 
of X. Since for an automorphism whose order is odd we have s = 0, by (RH) we get 
1 =(2y- l)p+ f(p- 1). 
This implies y = 0 and 
f-t1 
p=f-1 
since it was supposed p # 2 we get p = 3 and f = 2 which is case (B). 
We have thus proved that the only primes dividing the order of an automorphism 
of a toroidal diagram are 2 and 3, we now prove that an automorphism of a toroidal 
diagram has an order q # 9, similar arguments give q # 8 and q # 12 so that the 
possible orders for a non trivial automorphism are 2,3,4,6. Note that if the order of 
$ is 2, then (RH) gives s + x(lc/) = 3 which is case (A). 
If $ is an automorphism of order 9 of a diagram c(, then ij3 and t,@ have order 3 
hence ~(11/~) = x($~) = 2. Let f = x($) it is also the number of faces fixed by 
$2,$4,t+k5,$7,$s, and (RH) gives : 1 = -9 $ 6f + 4, so f = 1. But 9 divides the 
number n of chords; by the genus formula the number of faces is n - 1 and since one 
of them is fixed by +, 3 divides n - 2, a contradiction. 
To end the proof we have to consider the automorphisms of order 4 and 6. If $ 
is of order 4, then IL2 is of order 2 and 2s + x($~) = 3, by (RH) we obtain 5 = 
x($) + x(tj2) + x(t,G3) + 2s, since tj and ti3 fix the same number of faces x($) = 1. 
If 1c/ is of order 6, then then $3 is of order 2 and 3s + ~(11/~) = 3, moreover e2 and 
11/4 are of order 3 and fix 2 faces, by (RI-I) we obtain 7 = x($) + x($‘) + 7, giving 
X($) = 0. u 
4.2. Weighted quotients 
Consider a diagram c1 and a non trivial automorphism $, let 2 be a quotient of c(, 
any face of cl is the image by rt of a set of faces of U. We call weight of a face, in 
the quotient Cx, the number of faces of TV of which it is the image. It is clear that the 
weight of a face divides the order of the automorphism group, and that the sum of the 
weights of the faces of E is the number of faces of c(. A face has weight 1 if and only 
if it is the image of a face fixed by the automorphisn $. A weighted quasi-diagram is 
a quasi-diagram p together with a function w assigning an integer to any face of /I. 
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The weighted quasi-diagram (p, w) is a weighted quotient of c1 if cl = b and if for 
any face f of j?, w(f) is the number of faces of CI with image by rt is f, in that 
case CI is a lifting of the weighted quasi-diagram (8, w). In the sequel, for a weighted 
quasi-diagram (p,w), s denotes the number of its isolated points and for any i > 0, 
fi the number of its faces weighted i. The two corollaries above translate in terms of 
weighted quasi-diagrams: 
Proposition 4.3. The weighted quotient of a planar diagram by an automorphism 
group of order k > 1 falls into one of the following classes: 
l s = 0, one face has weight 1 and all others weight q, 
l s = 1, and all faces have weight 2. 
Proposition 4.4. The weighted quotient of a toroidal diagram by an automorphism 
group of order q > 1 falls into one of the following classes: 
l (A)q=2,Qi#1,2: f;=Oands+f1=3, 
l (B) q = 3,Qi # 1,3: J;: = 0,s = 0, fi = 2, 
l (C)q=4,Qi#1,2,4: Ji=O,fi=l ands+fz=l, 
l (D)q=6,Qi#2,3,6: h=O, fZ=l,ands+f3=1. 
Proof. Remark that fi is the number of fixed faces of $ so that the cases q = 2 and 
q = 3 are immediate. 
If q = 4, then /, has one face weighted 1. Two situations arise: 
1. B has an isolated point (oi), it is the image by n of two chords of CI which are 
fixed by +2. Since $2 has order 2, it fixes no more than these two chords and the 
face also fixed by $. Hence s = 1, f2 = 0. 
2. p has no isolated point. The automorphism I,$~ of order 2 fixes 3 faces of a. Since 
only one of these three faces is also fixed by $, one face of j3 is the image by rc 
of the other two; thus s = 0, f2 = 1 
If q = 6, $2 is of order 3, it fixes two faces of c(, which image is a unique face of 
/?; hence f2 = 1. Now, two different situations are considered : 
1. If /? has an isolated point wi, it is obviously the image by rc of 3 chords. These 
chords are fixed by $3, and Oi is the unique isolated point of /?, (if fi had more 
than one isolated point then the automorphism I/~ of order 2, would fix more than 
3 cells of M). 
2. If p has no fixed point: ti3 fixes 3 faces, and f3 = 1. 0 
4.3. Simplification lemmas 
In this paragraph we consider two operations which allow the computation of the 
number of diagrams of given genus having a given weighted quasi-diagram as quo- 
tient. The first one is the deletion of certain isolated chords, the second one is the 
transformation of isolated points. 
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Let (fl, w) be a weighted quasi-diagram whose set of points is {WI,. . . , ok}, and 
let i denote the cyclic permutation (01 , . , wk). An isolated chord of fi is a chord 
connecting two consecutive points: (Oi, oi+ I), note that such a chord determines a face 
of length 1,namely the cycle (Wi) of /Jr. 
The deletion of an isolated chord gives a weighted quasi-diagram (p’,w’) with one 
chord and one face less than fl. All faces of p’ have the same degrees and weights 
as those of p except one which degree decreases by 1 from the corresponding face in 
p, thus ,!3 and /3’ have the same genus. In what follows, when (fi, w) is the weighted 
quotient of a diagram c( by an automorphism of order q we will say that r is a q-lifting 
of /II. 
Lemma 4.5. Let @,w) be u weighted quasi-diagram with n > 1 chords and un iso- 
luted chord determining a face of length 1 weighted q. Then (B,w) has as many 
q-liftings as (/?I, w’), moreover to any lifting of (8,~) corresponds a lifting of (/I’, w’) 
with the same genus. 
Proof. If the face (Oi) is weighted q then in any q-lifting c( of (/?,w) the q faces of r 
which are liftings of Wi are all of length 1 since rc-’ i has q elements. Hence a has q 
isolated chords, deleting them gives a diagram CI’ which is a q-lifting of (fl’, w’) whose 
genus is the same as that of r. 0 
Note that if /I has only one chord and no isolated point the above lemma is not 
applicable since the deletion of this chord would not give a quasi-diagram. 
The second operation is the elimination of isolated points. Let fi be a weighted 
quasi-diagram on 52 = {wt , . . , co,}, assume Wi is an isolated point of /?, and let q be 
an even number, a q-simplihcation of fi consists in inserting a new point CO’ between 
CO, and 0;+1, joining wi and w’ by a chord, and assigning weight q/2 to the new face 
{ wi}, then renaming all points CO’, wi+t , . . . o, in order to obtain a quasi-diagram with 
points numbered or,. . . ,o,,o,,,+~. 
Lemma 4.6. A weighted quasi-diagram (p, w) with isolated point CO, admits as many 
q-liftings as the weighted quasi-diagram (/I’, w’) obtained from b by q-simplihcation 
of Oi, moreover to any lifting of (/?, w) corresponds a lifting of (fi’, w’) with the same 
genus. 
Proof. Denote {ai, CO’} the new chord in ,!Y, so that we do not take in account the 
renaming of the points. Let SI be a q-lifting of /I; we have for any i of z-‘oi, cti = 
i + kq/2; but on rc-‘{wi, CO’}, it is easy to check that p’ admits a unique k-lifting a’ 
such that a’i = i’ + kqJ2 and x’i’ = i + kq/2; in other words, while the q-lifting of CO, 
gives q/2 chords, that of {Oi,O’} gives q chords. 0 
A useful consequence of these lemmas is that we can restrict the determination of 
the number of liftings to diagrams with no isolated points and no isolated chords. 
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5. Planar and toroidal diagrams 
5.1. Number of planar diagrams 
The following result gives as an immediate corollary the number of non-isomorphic 
planar diagrams. 
Proposition 5.1. Let (j3, w) be a weightedplanar quasi-diagram such that either s = 0, 
one face has weight I and all others weight q or s = 1, and all faces have weight 2. 
Then (/I, w) has exactly one lofting which is a planar diagram. 
Proof. A planar diagram with n > 1 chords has at least 2 isolated chords. Lemma 
4.5 is applicable if one of these chords determines a face with weight q. Hence by 
successive deletions of chords there are two quasi-diagrams to consider: pi = (coi,o2) 
where one face has weight 1, the other weight q and /I2 = (01) with q = 2. It is 
immediate that each one has a unique q-lifting namely : CII = (1,2)(3,4). . . (2q- 1,2q) 
and c9 = (1,2). q 
Corollary 5.2 (Liskovets [lo] and Walkup [ 131). The number p,* of nonisomorphic 
planar diagrams with n edges is given by 
1. 
2. 
where pm is the Catalan number (2m)![/m!(m + l)!]. 
Proof. Denote by 9’ the family of planar diagrams, we apply Lemma 3.1. A classical 
result is that 
(2n)! 
Pn = n!(n + l)!’ 
If n is even a diagram of z??~ cannot have an automorphism of order 2 fixing exactly 
one chord, hence p&n, k) is the number of weighted planar diagrams with one face 
weighted 1 and all others weighted n/k. Since the number of faces of a planar diagram 
with k/2 chords is k/2+ 1 we obtain p&n, k) = 0 if k is odd and p&n, 2/) = (e+ 1 )pe 
If n is odd we have to add to p&n, n - l/2+ 1) the number of planar quasi-diagrams 
with a single isolated point and n - l/2 chords. There are n possible locations where 
to add an isolated point in a diagram with n - l/2 chords giving the result. 0 
5.2. Toroidal ItfIttings 
In this section, we prove 
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Proposition 5.3. Any weighted quasi-diagram j3 belonging to one of the classes A, B, C, 
D of Proposition 4.4 has a unique toroidal q-lifting. 
In order to prove this proposition we use two lemmas. In these lemmas (fl, w) is a 
weighted quasi-diagram on a~,,, and a a lifting of (8,~). 
Lemma 5.4. Let c = {oi,oi+l} be an isolated chord of /3. rf a is a 24ifting then it 
is uniquely determined on ?I-‘w~ = {i,2m + i} and x-‘oi+l = {i + 1,2m + i + l}. 
Proof. Consider the face (oi) of j?; its weight is either 1 or 2 since q = 2. If the 
weight is 2 then from Lemma 4.5 we have x(i) = i+ 1 and a(2m +i) = 2m+i+ 1. Now 
if the weight is 1, a(i) cannot be itl; hence it must be 2m+i+l and a(i+l) = 2m+i. 
0 
Lemma 5.5. Let {o,,ob} be a face of degree 2 and weight q of 8. Then for any i 
in I’ we have 
x(i+ l)==a(i)- I. 
Proof. Since the face is of weight q, then i is in a face of degree 2 of a, hence 
[al(i) = a(i) 
and 
a(i + 1) + 1 = a(i). 0 
We now go back to the proof of Proposion 5.3. Let fd,w denote the number of faces 
of degree d, and weight w of a quasi-diagram; it is easy to check that if p is a quasi- 
diagram of A, B, C or D, then after deletion of isolated chords and simplification of 
isolated points we obtain a diagram with m chords belonging to one of the following 
classes, respectively (where fd,W = 0 if not explicitly stated): 
1. A’ : 
(a) A’, : f I,1 = 3, f3,2 = 1, f2,2 = m - 3, 
(b) Ai : f I,1 = 2, fz,l = 1, f2,2 = m - 2. 
2. B’ : f I,, = 2, f2,3 = m - 1, 
3. C’ : fl,l = 1, f1,2= 1, f2,4=m-1, 
4. D’ : f1,3 = 1, f1,2 = 1, f2,6 = m - 1. 
We have to prove that the diagrams of these classes have a unique toroidal lifting. 
First, note that all the weighted diagrams of A;,B’, C’ and D’ have the same form, 
namely 
We have 5 situations to examine which are represented Fig. 3. 
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:c 3 3 31 
C’ D' 
Fig. 3. The different classes Ai,A;,B’,C’,D’. 
1. If B E A’,, then it can be written 
p = (~1,~2m)(~2,~2m-l)...(~,,~2m--a+l~(~,+l,~b~~~,+2,~b-I~..~~~i~~i+l~ 
(~6+1, W2m--a)(mb + 29 ~2m--a-l>.~ . (mj, mj+l 1 
The faces {CO,,,}, {oi} and {Wj} have weight 1; all other faces except {o,, c$, CO,-,} 
have weight 2 and degree 2. From Lemma 5.4 we have czl = m, ai = m + i + 1 and 
aj = m + j + 1 ; and by applying inductively Lemma 5.5, we obtain eta = m - a + 1, 
ab = m + a + 1 and a(b + 1) = 2m - a. Hence we find two faces of degree 3: 
{a, b + m,m - u} and {u + m, b,2m - a}, and CL is uniquely determined. 
2. /I E A;: the faces {mm} and {ok} have weight 1; so has the face {oi,w,_;}. By 
Lemma 5.4 and 5.5 we find easily that ai = m - i + 1 and cc(i + 1) = 2m - i, while 
a(m+i) = 2m-if1 and a(m+i+l) = m-i ; giving the face {i,2m-i,m+i,m-i}. 
3. /? E B’: the faces (CO,) and (05 ) have weight 1; then elm must be one element 
of K-~co~, that is either 1, or m + 1, or 2m + 1. Moreover, {m, 2m, 3m) must be a 
face of ~1, as well as { 5, F!, t}; hence crm cannot be m + 1, thus it is either 1 
or 2m + 1. If it is 1, then (m,2m, 3m) is an orbit of r[; but by Lemma 5.5, we 
have ~12 = m - l,a3 = m - 2...@(y) = m - ($ - 1) = y; but (5) is then an 
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orbit of ai, which does not fit. Thus tLm = 2m + 1; then one verifies that ccl = 
(m,3m,2m)(1,2m- 1)(2,2m-2)...(?,99. 
4. fi E C’: suppose {mm} is the face of weight 2, and {UT } the face of weight 1. 
Clearly, m must belong to a face of a of degree 2, if am = m + 1 then {m} is a 
face, if am = 1 then {m, 2m, 3m,4m} is a face, as well as if ctm = 2m + 1. Then 
am = 3m + 1, in that case on K’W, we have ccl = (m, 3m)(2m,4m); then, inductively 
applying to Lemma 5.5, we find a = (1,2m)(2,2m - l)...($,y) and one verifies 
that, on K’o.I~, cc{ has a unique cycle (5, y!, F!, 1). 
5. fi E D’: suppose (0,) is the face of weight 2, and {WY} that of weight 3. 
Thus m must belong to a face of degree 3; hence crm # m + 1. Now if zrn = 1, then 
{m,2m,3m,4m, 5m} is an orbit of rxi as well as if xm = 2m + 1. If urn = 4m + 1 then 
{m,4m} is a face of CI. If xm = 5mf 1 then we find a face of degree 3: {m, 3m, 5m); but, 
applying inductively Lemma 5.5, one finds a = (1,2m)(2,2m - 1). . (5, y ), hence 
{$,+++Y&~}. f IS a ace of 2; thus, the only possible choice is Em = 3m + 1. 
5.3. The number of toroidal diagrams 
Denote by 
up _ (2P)! 
p!p! 
and define the numbers: 
a2, = 




bzp+l = 0, bg = (2~ - 1 Iup-, , 
~2~ = 4, = pup, c~~+I = d2p+l = (2p+ l)u, 
then we have: 
Theorem 2. The number tn of nonisomorphic toroidal diagrams with n points is 
1 
t,* = g[t, + a, + 2b2+ + 2c,/2 + 2d,,,J 
where b,,c,,d, are equal to 0 when u is not an integer. 
Proof. The result follows from general formula of Lemma 3.1, where 9 = F the 
family of toroidal diagrams. By Proposition 5.4 p.F(n,k) is the number of weighted 
quasi-diagrams with m = 2nlk points, in the classes A, B, C, D, we will show that these 
are enumerated by the numbers a,,,, b,,,,c,,, and d,. 
The number of planar weighted quasi-diagrams on 2p points, 2q of which being 
isolated and f;: faces being weighted i (i=l, 2,3,4,6) is the product of the number of 
planar quasi-diagrams by a multinomial coefficients: 
(Z)CP_‘( p-q+1 
fl f2 f3 f4 fb 
). 
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The result is obtained for a2, by setting fi = 3,s = 0 and fi = 1, s = 2, for bg by 
setting fi = 2. For CQ, we have fi = fi = 1 and for d+, fz = f3 = 1. 
If m is odd (m = Zp + 1) then s must also be odd (S = 2q + 1 ), the number of 
planar weighted quasi-diagrams on 2p + 1 points, 2q + 1 of which being isolated and 
fi faces weighted i (i= 1,2,3,4,6) is 
Hence we get a2,+1 by setting fi = 2 then fi = 0, we remark that bzp+l = 0, and for 
c2p+l and dzp+l we have, respectively, fi = 1 and f2 = 1. 
The result follows since &2) = 1 and b(3) = 4(4) = d(6) = 2. 0 
See Appendix A for the first values of t,. 
6. Maximal diagrams 
In this section we consider diagrams of maximal genus, that is with one face. By 
Euler formula the genus g and the number n of chords of such a diagram satisfy the 
relation: n = 2g. The number of diagrams with n chords and one face and obtained by 
Walsh and Lehman [ 14,151, it is given by 
(2n)! 
pg = 2”(n + I)!’ 
A quasi-diagram is also maximal if it has only one face. It is easy to check that 
inserting isolated points in a maximal diagram gives a maximal quasi-diagram. Hence 
the number of maximal quasi-diagrams with m points is 
Remark also that the quotient of a maximal diagram is a maximal quasi-diagram, 
since the image in the quotient of the unique face is necessarily a unique face. 
6.1. Main theorem 
We wish to prove the following: 
Theorem 3. Let b be a maximal quasi-diagram and c1 a diagram which is a lifting 
of p having an even number of chords, then CL is a maximal diagram. 
The proof of this result uses the techniques developed in [4]. We consider b a quasi- 
diagram with k points, and we suppose that c( is a lifting of p with n chords, then k 
divides 2n and we set 2n = kq. We use a mapping 1 of { 1,2,. . . ,2n = kq} into the 
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set of integers modq: Z/qZ defined by 
6.2. Useful lemmas 
Lemma 6.1. Let j3, CI and i be as above, denote by s the number of isolated points 
of /I, then 
Proof. Denote by rl/ = ik the automorphism of LX giving j3 as quotient, by definition 
of [ we have : 
Remark that the image by n of the set {2,3,...,k,k + l} is exactly {or,oz,...ok}, 
let us consider an orbit of j? {o,, CLQ} of length 2 and let i,j be two elements in 
{2,3,...k,k + 1) such that x(i) = o,, 7~0’) = oh. Then there exist integers j and I 
such that 
a(i) = $‘(j) 
since a and rl/ commute we have 
cc(j) = $-‘(i) = tiq-‘(i). 
Hence, 
A(a(i)) = A(j) + 1, A(a(j)) = A(i) + q - 1, 
and 
l(cc(i)) + n(cltj)) = A(i) + A(j)m 
Let now w, be a fixed point of fl, then q is even and i such that x(i) = o, satisfies: 
kq cc(i) = T + i. 
Hence, 
;l(cx(i)) = A(i) + 4 mod (4). 
Adding the contributions of the orbits of length 2 and those of length 1 we obtain: 
k+l 
c &a(i)) = f + y$ A(i) mod(q). 
i=2 
And the result follows since there are only two values in the sum for which A(i) # 0, 
namelyi=kandi=k+l. 0 
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Lemma 6.2. Let /3 be a maximal quasi-diagram with k points and CI a lifting of j. 
Then the length of each face of c( is a multiple of k and can be written: 
hJ2,. ..,Xk,yl,y2,...Yk,...,Zl,Z2,...,Zk), 
where the image of {xl,x2...xk} by n is {o~,o~,...o~} and 
5 &MC(i)) = 1 + 2(y1> - I. 
i=l 
Proof. For any x in {1,2,... qk}, denote by i the integer such that 
l<i<k and x = imod 
then we show first that 
1(4(x)> = A(x) + A(cci(i>> - A(i). 
Since i and x are in the same orbit of $ we have 
x = G’(i) 
and $ commuting with [ and c( gives 
UC(X) = $‘cr[(i). 
Applying I we have 
~(a&)) = i(4(i)) + l mod (q), 
L(x) = A(i) + 1 mod (q), 
and we obtain our first formula. In order to end the proof of the lemma we apply the 
preceding relation to x = x1 ,x2,. . . ,xk, denoting il, i2, . . . , ik the classes of x1 ,x2,. . . ,xk 
in Z/qZ we get 
34x2) = @I > + 44il>> - 4il>, 
+3> = +2> + ~(dTi2)) - A(i2), 
. . . 
A(xk) = ‘@k-l) + %d(ik-I>) - l(ik-I 1, 
lb1 ) = l(xk) + A(d(ik)) - %ik >. 
Adding these relations gives 
4yt) = 4x1) + $ %ai(ij)) - 5 n(ij). 
lk is a pr:utation of :=i But iI,&...,’ ’ > >..., k hence we have 
4Yl) = +I ) + z$ 2(4(i)) - $ n(i). 
Since n(i) = 0 for 1 <i < k and /Z(k) = 1 we obtain the result. 0 
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6.3. Proof oj’ the theorem 
Let c1 be a lifting of a maximal quasi-diagram with k points such that kq is a multiple 
of 4. Then by Lemma 6.2 a face of tl can be written: 
(XI,X2,...,Xk,YI,.y2,...,.yk,...) 
we have to prove that this is the only face of M or equivalently there exists an integer 
I relatively prime with q such that 
.Yl = @(Xl ). 
By Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2 we have 
I_(_v~) = i(xl) + 1 + y mod(q). 
Hence, 
I = 1 + ymod(q). 
If aI is even we obtain the result, if al is odd then q is even hence 
I= 1 + at tmod(q). 
Hence, q and I are relatively prime. 0 
From this theorem we obtain the following enumeration formula: 
Proposition 6.3. The number pi of nonisomorphic maximal diagrams of genus 9 is 
given by 
where the ,jirst sum is restricted to the even values of q and the second to the odd 
values. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.1 we have 
1 
P; = - 
49 
/+j f C ~(q)Mkq) 3 
+%q#l 1 
where pM(k,q) is the number of maximal diagrams which are q-liftings of quasi- 
diagrams on k points. 
If q is odd, the number of liftings of a quasi-diagram fi on k points is non zero 
if and only if ,!J is a diagram, in that case it is q k’1. By the main theorem, all these 
liftings are of maximal genus. Thus 
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Table 1 
1 0 I 87830 13 5202 148 19 26509093710 
2 1 8 3799 14 21733696 20 109128802274 
3 3 9 1630 15 90493272 21 448548845132 
4 11 10 69486 16 375691885 22 1841087857280 
5 46 11 294350 17 1555771800 23 7547314086884 
6 204 12 1240308 18 6428291934 24 30903958827664 
Table 2 
9 YY Y My* 
1 1 7 508233789579 
2 4 8 352755124921122 
3 131 9 324039613564554401 
4 14118 10 380751174738424280720 
5 2976853 11 557175918657122229139987 
6 1013582110 12 993806827312044893602464496 
If q is even the number of liftings of a quasi-diagram p on m points with 2y chords 
is q*y. Since there are ($p./ such quasi-diagrams and all the liftings are of maximal 
genus this gives 
And the result is obtained. 0 
Appendix A 
The number of toroidal diagrams with n chords is shown in Table 1. 
Appendix B 
Table 2 shows the 
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